Abstract-A high-power linearly polarized laser propagating through a plasma produces oscillatory electron velocity at the second harmonic due to the v x B force. This velocity couples a Langmuir wave (ui,k) and an electromagnetic wave (wi,fci), where w\ = LO -2u 0 , fei = k -2k Q and u> 0 , k 0 are frequency and wavenumber of the laser pump, causing second harmonic Raman scattering. The growth rate is maximum for side scattering. This process can occur above the quarter critical density, unlike the first harmonic stimulated Raman scattering which occurs below the quarter critical density.
I. INTRODUCTION S
TIMULATED Raman scattering (SRS) of laser radiation has been a subject of extensive study over the last two decades. In this process, a laser radiation of frequency u>o and wavenumber fco> propagating through a plasma of density less than quarter critical, couples to a Langmuir wave (u>,k), and a sideband elecromagnetic wave (o>i, fci), where UJ\ = w -WQ and k\ = k -feo-The laser pump produces an oscillatory electron velocity v Uo at the frequency of the laser. The sideband and the pump exert a ponderomotive force on the electrons, driving the Langmuir wave. The density perturbation n due to the Langmuir wave, couples to the oscillatory velocity v Uo due to the pump, to produce a nonlinear current, driving the the sideband [1] .
With the advent of intense short pulse laser, it has become possible to acheive oscillatory velocity v u , 0 of the order of c, the velocity of light in vacuum. In such a case, the laser produces oscillatory velocity # 2 w 0 due to the v x B force at the second harmonic (2a;o,2fco) as well.
This oscillatory velocity may also excite a pair of waves of frequency to and u> -2a>o and wavenumbers k and k -2fco> respectively, where (LU, k) could be a Langmuir wave and (w -2o>0jfc -2A?o) a sideband em wave. This process can occur at densities even higher than the quarter critical.
In the second harmonic Ramain process, since the oscillatory velocity W2w 0 * s parallel to ko, the scattering would occur only when k\ makes a finite angle 6 > 0 with V2 Uo . One might expect maximum growth to occur for 6 = TT/2 when Sprangle and Esarey have studied the odd harmonic stimulated Raman backscattering by the interaction of intense laser pulse with plasmas [2] , [3] . In the interaction of an intense laser pulse with a counterstreaming electron beam, Manuscript received September 19, 1994; revised February 13, 1996. The author is with the Department of Physics, Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi, New Delhi 11 00 16 (e-mail: kramach@physics.iitd.ernet.in).
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stimulated backscattered harmonic radiation is generated via a free-electron laser (FEL) mechanism [4] - [6] , resulting in a relativistic Doppler-frequency upshift.
In this paper, we examine the second harmonic Raman scattering of laser radiation in a plasma. In Section II, we obtain the expression for the ponderomotive force F p which drives the Langmuir wave, and the nonlinear current density J\, at the sideband em wave. Using J\ in the wave equation, we obtain the nonlinear dispersion relation that gives the growth rate. A discussion of results is given in Section III.
II. INSTABILITY ANALYSIS
Consider the propagation of an intense laser pump wave in a plasma fcn = (i)
where
, -e and m are electronic charge and mass, ng is the equilibrium electron density, and A o is the amplitude of the electric field of the laser, which is given by the real part of xA o e^i^°t'-koZ \ The magnetic field of the laser is given by the real part of cko x EQ/UJQ.
In the limit of eA o /mcoj o < 1, the fluid equations The oscillatory velocity V2 WQ at (2w 0 ,2/co) beats with B\ of the sideband wave at (wi,fci) and exerts a low-frequency ponderomotive force F p on the electrons at (u, k)
(15) where n cr is the critical density corresponding to the pump frequency.
It may be mentioned here that in the underdense region, fundamental Raman process will prevail upon the second harmonic process. However, if the plasma is strongly collisional in this region, then both these processes may be unimportant. However, at densities above the quarter critical, if the collision frequency is small, i.e., electron temperature is high, the second harmonic Raman process should be important. He then joined the FEL and Plasma Physics Group at the Indian Institute of Technology, Delhi > in 1992. Since 1992, he has been engaged in * research on short pulse laser-plasma interactions, laser-plasma instabilities, and free electron lasers.
